
Nocowanie.pl is Poland’s leading holiday 
accommodation portal with over 5 million 
unique monthly visitors, allowing tourists to find 
accommodation from rental property owners.
Their customers pay a yearly fee to have their 
property listed on their website and have 
millions of potential clients browse, contact 
owners and book reservations through the 
portal. 

About 

It’s well known that relevant content is more effective in generating results and revenue, 
18x more effective according to Jupiter Research! Making use of a customer’s behavioral 
data to provide them with the most relevant content is an effective strategy in driving 
conversions. 

By tailoring your content to your customer’s behavior and interests, you could be 
generating Click-to-Conversion rates as high as 60%.
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60% Click-to-Conversion 
rate with automated 
personalized offers  
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It’s in the interests of nocowanie.pl and their 
customers (rental property owners) to have as 
many tourists as possible book accommodation 
through their portal. They needed a solution that 
would encourage more tourists to book more 
reservations that would grow their customer’s 
revenue.

Problem

Nocowanie.pl made use of ExpertSender’s 
marketing workflows to automate the sending 
of accommodation offers from specific regions.

24 hours after a visitor asks a question 
about accommodation on the nocowanie.pl 
portal and agrees to receive  accommodation 
recommendations, they are sent subsequent 
offers based on their behavior. These 
recommendations take into account the region 
and type of accommodation they are interested 
in: houses, guesthouses or apartments.

Solution

Accommodation recommendation workflow

Segment Defini�on

From  select subscribers where  of the following apply:anyAny list

Clicked in

Clicked in

A fragment of the segmentation definition that is used to send customers apartment recommendations from a given region . 

The automated workflow sends personalized offers to customers based on behavioral data (offers they had clicked).

ID [573] Holiday in Gdańsk? h�p://nocowanie.pl/noclegi/gdanskin

ID [574] Holiday in Sopot? h�p://www.nocowanie.pl/noclegi/sopotin

Clicked in ID [575] Holiday in Gdynia? h�p://nocowanie.pl/noclegi/gdyniain

Sopot email 24h delay 
a�er ques�on

End event

Start event

24h a�er 
ques�on

Gdańsk email

[ID:573] Gdańsk
[ID:574] Sopot

Data Switch

[ID:575] Gdynia

City Segmenta�on

Default

End event

Gdynia email

8 day delayApartments email

Houses email

Rooms email

[ID:1] clicked houses
[ID:2] clicked apartments

Data Switch

[ID:3] clicked rooms

Accommoda�on 
Segmenta�on

Default

General offers email
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The highly targeted and automated behavioral 
emails resulted in a unique click rate of 11% 
and a click-to-conversion rate of 60%.

This allowed nocowanie.pl to help property 
owners complete more reservations and 
further grow their revenue. 

Results  

Email Marketing Automation is creating 
a defined sequence of steps and tasks 
that automate different business scenarios. 
This sequence will have strict rules and 
conditions that will lead your customer down 
their desired path.
 
Your workflow is a canvas of drag and drop 
elements representing marketing automation 
events. A series of predefined interconnected 
blocks that represent the various paths a 
customer may take in a marketing campaign. 
Example scenarios that can be executed 
using workflows include: lead nurturing, 
reactivation, abandoned shopping carts
and continuously running split tests. 

Advanced segmentation is comprised of 
speed, flexibility and dynamic calculation 
abilities. ExpertSender processes segment 
definitions in less than a minute, allows for 
dynamic segment calculations in real-time 
and are just as easy to use for business users 
as they are for seasoned SQL veterans.

Combined with ExpertSender’s 
technical and strategic support, 
their microsegmentation and 
marketing automation play an 
integral role in supporting our 
business. Driving sales and 
keeping our customers happy. 
I’d recommend their team and
platform to anyone looking
for an advanced marketing
solution.

Paweł Jedynak 
Marketing Specialist, Nocowanie.pl
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Automated behavioral emails

Technology used

workflows 
segmentation

Unique Click Rate

11%
Click-to-Conversion Rate

60%

https://expertsender.com/channels/email-marketing/marketing-automation-workflows/?utm_source=SuccessStory_Nocowaniepl&utm_medium=Nocowaniepl&utm_campaign=Nocowaniepl
https://expertsender.com/channels/email-marketing/advanced-subscriber-segmentation/?utm_source=SuccessStory_Nocowaniepl&utm_medium=Nocowaniepl&utm_campaign=Nocowaniepl


Thanks for taking the time to read our 
success story. We'd love to talk to you 
about your email marketing program 
and help your business grow.

expertsender.com/demo
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